Hemostasis management during completely endoscopic removal of a highly vascular intraparenchymal brain tumor: technique assessment.
Recently, stereotactic-guided removal of intraparenchymal lesions using endoscopic visualization through a brain port has been successfully reported. Although endoneurosurgical tumor resection uses the same principles as those used in microneurosurgery, the ability to control bleeding through the port requires an adapted technique. We present a patient that underwent a completely endoscopic resection of a vascular brain tumor through a brain port and describe the hemostatic technique. A 68 year-old female presented with progressive gait difficulties. She had been previously treated for a breast cancer. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed a right subcortical solitary cerebellar lesion that homogeneously enhanced. The patient underwent an endoscopic brain port removal of a supposed brain metastasis. After port cannulation, the tumor partly delivered itself into the port. Following initial tumor biopsy, active bleeding occurred. Irrigation and application of Surgifoam allowed to control the bleeding. Coagulation with an adapted bipolar and removal of coagulated tissue with the side-cutting aspiration device were sequentially repeated. Once the tumor was resected, the suction served as counter-traction elongating the vessels whereas the bipolar cauterized them over a long segment. Hemostasis was performed circumferentially along the cavity's walls from deep to superficial, benefiting from the endoscope's dynamic properties and magnification. Pathology confirmed intraoperative suspicion of hemangioblastoma. Removal of vascular tumors is feasible through the brain port, despite a relatively narrow corridor of 11.5 mm. However, specific hemostasis techniques are required and adapted instruments are needed to ensure hemostasis through these small corridors.